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CLICK "CONNECT
NOW"

THE AGENT ENTERS
THE ROOM

Default Floating
Button

customer interaction

automatic interaction

configuration

2. LEAD CAPTURE

2.5

widgetLoaded

redirection

screen code

event

CALL TO THE
CUSTOMER

afirmative / negative

session request

calls

1. Engaging calltoaction
START HERE

The customer
lands on a
website with
the Whisbi
script
The sidebar opens
showing different
contact methods to
capture the lead,
depending on the
Widget configuration

1.2

1.1

widgetLoaded

When the customer
scrolls or has been
on a page for more
than 6 seconds.

Default
Floating
Button

floatingButtonShown

If autoOpen is set
to true or if using
a custom button
the floating button
will not appear and
the sidebar will be
displayed directly.

CLICK ON THE
AFIRMATIVE BUTTON

floatingButtonUnfolded

CLICK "X" ICON (OR
NEGATIVE BUTTON)

Floating Button  expanded

Floating Button  collapsed
The floating button will be collapsed at first.
Depending on the configuration it will
appear always, during the service hours, or
depending on the agent's availability.
By clicking on the agent's image, the
sidebar opens.

floatingButtonFolded

A message bubble expands showing a
conversational message. It can have two
different layouts depending on the
configuration:
 one button which opens the sidebar and a
close icon to collapse the button again
 two buttons: one afirmative wich opens
the sidebar, and one negative to collapse
the button again

otoOpened

2. LEAD CAPTURE

2. LEAD CAPTURE

2.1

Inside
working
hours

3. CLICK TO CALL

6. BOOK A CALL

4. INBOUND

Lead Capture
There are different ways to request a Whisbi
session during the working hours: Click to
call, agenda and inbound.

5. CALL ME BACK

Schedule

6. BOOK A CALL

5. CALL ME BACK

Call me back

6. BOOK A CALL

Schedule

8. OUT OF HOURS

3. CLICK TO CALL

10. CALL ERROR

3.1

9A. GDPR

3.2

If configured, the GDPR
will appear at this
point, and must be
accepted to continue.

3.3

otoCallError

otoSessionRequested
CLICK "CONNECT
NOW"

otoPreSessionRequest

otoInvalidPhone

When clicking on the
"Connect now" button,
the phone provided is
validated and if it's not
valid, an error message
will be shown on the
phone input.

Connect Form
The Connect Form allows the customer to
request an immediate Click to Call session.

Agents
available

CALL TO THE
CUSTOMER

Progress 1  Searching for an
expert

Progress 2  Calling you now
The customer receives a phone call.

Once the customer requests a session, the
system searches for available agents

3.4

3.5

With CTI integration this
process is automatic.
Without it, the agent must
enter the customer's phone
number to open the room.

otoNoAgentsAvailable

CALL TO
THE AGENT

THE AGENT ENTERS
THE ROOM

11. CALL SESSION

otoCallError

Progress 3  Connecting with
an expert

Progress 4  Connection
confirmation

Once the customer picks up, the agent
receives a phone call.

Once the agent has also picked up, agent
and customer are talking on the phone

10. CALL ERROR

3.6

3.7

3.8

The customer is redirected to
the form and the flow starts
again

Agents
available

CLICK "HOLD"

CLICK "BOOK A DATE
AND TIME"

Agents Unavailable
Notification
If there are no available agents when the
customer makes the request, they can
choose to keep waiting, or if the Schedule
option is enabled they can also schedule a
session.

6. BOOK A CALL

Progress  Waiting
If the customer chooses to hold, the system
will try again during 1 minute to find an
available agent.

The customer will
keep seeing the
Agents Unavailable
Notification and can
try again up to
three times

otoNoAgentsAvailable

Agents Unavailable
Notification  end
If after 3 trials there are still no agents
available, the customer can choose to
return to the form, or if the Schedule option
is enabled they can also schedule a session.

CLICK "TRY AGAIN"

3. CLICK TO CALL

CLICK "BOOK A DATE
AND TIME"

6. BOOK A CALL

4A. INBOUND DESKTOP

4A.1

4A.2
9A. GDPR

4A.3

With CTI integration this
process is automatic.
Without it, the agent must
enter the customer's phone
number to open the room.

If configured, the GDPR
will appear at this
point, and must be
accepted to continue.

otoInboundToWhisbiLoaded

Dynamic
phone
numbers
available

THE CUSTOMER
CALLS

CALL TO
THE AGENT

CLICK "CALL NOW"

otoCallError

Inbound button
The inbound button allows customers to
make the call themselves.

Inbound Dynamic phone
number

Progress  Searching for an
expert

If there is at least one Dynamic Phone
number available, the customer will be
provided with a unique phone number that
can sync their call to their own room. They
just need to call to that number and the
system will detect from which device this
request comes from.

Once the customer requests a session, the
system checks the Agents availability to call
an available Agent

4A.4

otoPinCodeGenerated

THE CUSTOMER
CALLS

A voice message will
ask the customer to
type the PIN code

Inbound Phone number with
PIN
If at the moment of the request there are
no Dynamic Phone numbers available, the
customer will be provided with a generic
phone number plus a unique PIN code to
sync the call to their own room. They will
have to call to that phone number and
provide the PIN code in order to let the
system recognise from what device the
request comes from.

THE CUSTOMER
TYPES THE PIN

If after 3 attempts
the PIN is wrong, the
call is ended.

10. CALL ERROR

THE AGENT ENTERS
THE ROOM

11. CALL SESSION

4B. INBOUND MOBILE

4B.1
9A. GDPR

If configured, the GDPR
will appear at this
point, and must be
accepted to continue.

otoInboundClicked

4B.2

4B.3

With CTI integration this
process is automatic.
Without it, the agent must
enter the customer's phone
number to open the room.

Available
dynamic
phone
number

THE CUSTOMER
CALLS

CALL TO
THE AGENT

The agent tells the
customer by phone
to go back to the
browser

THE AGENT ENTERS
THE ROOM

11. CALL SESSION

CLICK "CALL NOW"

otoCallError

Progress  Please wait

Dial

Inbound button

The phone number appears directly on the
device's dial, so the customer only needs to
click the Call button.

The inbound button allows customers to
make the call themselves.

While the system is syncing the call with the
customer's device, the customer will see a
waiting screen and keep talking to the agent
by phone.

10. CALL ERROR

otoPinCodeGenerated

THE AGENT
INTRODUCES THE
PIN IN THE SYSTEM

With CTI integration this
process is automatic.
Without it, the agent must
enter the customer's phone
number to open the room.

4B.4

THE CUSTOMER
CALLS

CALL TO
THE AGENT

4B.5

The agent tells the
customer by phone to
go back to the browser
and tell the PIN

THE AGENT ENTERS
THE ROOM

otoCallError

PIN screen

Dial
The phone number appears directly on the
device's dial, so the customer only needs to
click the Call button.

10. CALL ERROR

If at the moment of the request there are
no Dynamic Phone numbers available, the
customer will be provided with a generic
phone number plus a unique PIN code to
sync the call to their own room. They will
have to tell this PIN code to the agent in
order to sync the call with the customer's
device.

4C. INBOUND ONLY

4C.1

With CTI integration this
process is automatic.
Without it, the agent must
enter the customer's phone
number to open the room.

THE CUSTOMER
CALLS

CALL TO
THE AGENT

THE AGENT ENTERS
THE ROOM

4C.2

THE AGENT
INTRODUCES THE
PIN IN THE SYSTEM

11. CALL SESSION

The agent can ask the
customer for the PIN so the
call can be synced to the
room. This PIN can be
found on the clients
website or at pin.guru

The customer calls
the company's phone
number
otoCallError

If the agent doesn't
pick up the phone,
the customer call
ends.

Progress 1  Please wait

Progress 2  Connection done

While the system is syncing the call with the
customer's device, the customer will see a
waiting screen and keep talking to the agent
by phone.

Once the call and the room have been
synced, a confirmation message appears on
the customer's screen just before opening
the room.

5. CALL ME BACK

5.1
9A. GDPR

If configured, the GDPR
will appear at this
point, and must be
accepted to continue.

5.2

otoCmbRequested
CLICK "CONNECT
NOW"

otoInvalidPhone

Connect Form  call me back
If the call me back option is set, the
requests made outside the working hours
will be called back during the time
configured for the callbacks. In this case the
inbound option is hidden.

otoPreSessionRequest

When clicking on the
"Connect now" button,
the phone provided is
validated and if it's not
valid, an error message
will be shown on the
phone input.

This request generates a
lead that will be called
during the predefined
time slots for the call me
back requests. (7)

Call me back  confirmation
Once the customer has made the request, a
message explains that he will be called back
soon.

6. BOOK A CALL

6.1
9A. GDPR

6.2

If configured, the GDPR
will appear at this
point, and must be
accepted to continue.
otoCallBooked

CLICK "BOOK AN
APPOINMENT"

otoInvalidPhone

Book a call form

otoPreSessionRequest

When clicking on the
"Book an appoinment"
button, the phone
provided is validated and
if it's not valid, an error
message will be shown on
the phone input.

This request will generate
a lead that will be called
when the selected date
and time arrives (7)

Book a call  confirmation

In the Agenda Form the customer can
request a session for the date and time of
their convenience, to be chosen between a
range of time slots.

Once the customer has booked a session, a
message confirms the date and time
requested.

7. SCHEDULED SESSION

(that has been previously scheduled through a call me back or a booked call)

With CTI integration this
process is automatic.
Without it, the agent must
enter the customer's phone
number to open the room.

CALL TO THE
CUSTOMER

CALL TO
THE AGENT

THE AGENT ENTERS
THE ROOM

If the agent doesn't
pick up the call, the
customer call ends.

When the scheduled
time comes, the
customer is called
otoCallError

otoCallError

If the customer or the agent don't pick up the
call, or if a voicemail is detected, the lead will
be automatically postponed for another time
or ended, depending on the configuration.
If postponed, there is a maximum number of
attempts, after which the lead will be ended.

7.1

7.2

THE AGENT
INTRODUCES THE
PIN IN THE SYSTEM

The agent can ask the
customer for the PIN so
the call can be synced to
the room. This PIN can be
found on the clients
website or at pin.guru

11. CALL SESSION

Progress 1  Connecting with
an expert
While the system is syncing the call with the
customer's device, the customer will see a
waiting screen while talking to the agent by
phone.

Progress 2  Connection done
Once the call and the room have ben
synced, a confirmation message appears on
the customer's screen just before opening
the room.

8. OUT OF HOURS

8.1

Out of hours
A message asks the customer to try again
during the service hours.

9A. LEGAL AGREEMENT  GDPR

9B. LEGAL AGREEMENT  PRIVACY POLICY

9A.1

9B.1

9A.2

CLICK "YES, I'VE
READ AND ACCEPT..."

Optional
Agreements
available

CLICK "CONTINUE"

The customer can
proceed to the next step
of the workflow they
were in.

CLICK "X" ICON

The customer can close
the modal to proceed
with the workflow.

GDPR  Mandatory
If the GDPR is enabled there is always a
mandatory agreement that needs to be
accepted to proceed. There's a brief
explanation of the agreement, and also a
link to view the full privacy policy text,
which will open in another tab.

The customer can
proceed to the next step
of the workflow they
were in.

GDPR  Optional

Privacy policy modal

Optional agreements can also be displayed.
These are not mandatory so the customer
can continue without accepting them. Every
agreement can be accepted individually and
has a link to it's full text, which will open in
another tab.

If configured, the privacy policy disclaimer
will appear on every type of session request.
This disclaimer has a link that will open a
modal with the privacy policy text.
Depending on the configuration, this text
can appear in another tab instead of inside
the widget.

10. ERRORS

10.1

CLICK "TRY AGAIN"

CLICK "BOOK A DATE
AND TIME"

Call Error
If at any point the call fails, this message is
shown to the customer.

The customer is redirected to
the form and the flow starts
again

6. BOOK A CALL

11. CALL SESSION START

11.1

11.2

11.3

MESSAGE FROM THE
AGENT ARRIVES

Chat hidden

otoSessionStarted

Media Gallery
Shared

Given that the Customer and the Agent are
talking by phone, the chat is hidden to be
used only as a secondary tool. The agent's
live video appears on the center of the
widget. If the camera is not enabled, the
agent's image appears instead.

11.5

Chat with Media Gallery
shared
If an image from the Media Gallery is
shared from the beginning, the Customer
will go directly to the Chat screen, where
media gets shared. The first automatic
message of the chat describes to the
Customer how to hide the chat again. This
message looks like it was written by the
Agent

11.4

CLICK CHAT BUTTON

Chat hidden  message
received

Chat hidden  unread
messages

Every time a message appears while the
Customer has the chat hidden, a short
preview of the message appears for a while
next to the chat button.

A small number on the chat button
highlights the number of unread messages.

Chat
Besides the phone, the Customer and the
Agent can talk through the chat as well. The
first automatic message of the chat
describes to the Customer how to hide the
chat again. This message looks like it was
written by the Agent

